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TAGA Harmony TAV-616F Special Edition floorstanding speakers: a rave review and recommendation by 
AudioMuzoFans – an audio portal and a specialized audio group on Facebook (02-2017). 
 
Listening 
“TAGA put emphasis on the resolution. As the result the applied refinements heighten even more the feeling of detail 
and speed. Playing with a "spark", which will well come true in music, where it is rather desirable (rock, electronic 
music).  
The lower band of the frequency range is, like the rest, contoured, impulsive and well stressed.  
The low frequencies appear quickly, and when it is necessary they are rapidly suppressed - the bass seems to be more 
noticeable than in the previous model (the regular TAV-616F).  
We were nicely surprised while listening to solos from the Dave Brubeck album "The Dave Brubeck Quartet at 
Carnegie Hall" in the song Castilian Drums, where Joe Morello gives an incredible show of his skills. With ease you 
can feel the energy that the drummer wanted to convey to the audience.  
The 616s don't bring in any mess, don't get lost and are not insistent, while listening to the music with the volume 
turned up highly. On the contrary, they get a new life, as if someone pressed a turbo button on the rear panel.  
In contrast to the previous model which turned our attention to the male voices, in here we were more impressed by 
the female voices. It was very pleasant to listen to the Agnes Obel album "Aventine". We had the impression that the 
singer was singing for us, enchanting us with her voice.  
This confirmed our belief that Taga Harmony, creating an upgraded version of the TAV-616F, mainly improved the 
details. All kinds of minutiae such as: inhale and smacking of lips are well heard. The same is true in the case of 
cymbals or bells. They sound long enough, we have no doubt of what material they are made of - the used tweeter 
is really a step forward. The music sound stage is well perceptible. All instruments are well placed on it, there is no 
problem with fuzzy virtual sources, everything has its place.” 
  
Summary 
“The Special Edition  of the TAV-616F is a product that puts the TAGA product even higher in the hierarchy… 
One more time the speaker manufacturer shows us clearly that it wants to develop and improve its products, which is 
not just an empty slogan, what we have acknowledged personally. From day to day the circle of customers interested 
in their products grows, and we are pleased to observe the development of the company. What can I say, they are 
well priced products, presenting a high level of build quality, and most importantly, they sound really good in their 
price range!  Recommended!” 
 

         

                                             
More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and the products is available at www.TagaHarmony.com 


